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Lake Sonoma Resort Attracts New Boaters with Improved Facilities
The popular northern California resort traded its worn-out boat docks for modern docks with
upgraded amenities.
Geyserville, California, USA – June 24, 2016 – Lake Sonoma Resort has replaced the dated timber docks
in their marina and upgraded all utility services. The marina now has Unifloat concrete floating docks
that offer both covered and open slips. This means a better boating experience for the marina’s boaters
and a high potential return on investment for the owner.
“The marina was in need of new docks,” said Rick Herbert, owner of Lake Sonoma Resort. “We wanted
to make an investment in our facility that would add to the long term value of the property and improve
our customers’ experience. The marina’s docks were a wise choice.”
The marina’s 28-year-old timber docks were replaced with a state-of-the-art concrete floating dock
system from Bellingham Marine. A roof structure was installed on three of the docks. “It gets hot in our
area during the summer months. A covered dock is an amenity that is greatly appreciated and to some
extent expected,” shared Herbert.
Although lightweight dock systems are a more traditional choice for inland, seasonal marinas, primarily
for financial reasons, concrete docks are becoming a viable alternative. According to Herbert When
Bellingham’s price for their Unifloat system came in competitive they were his first choice. “I think they
are the best and they last a long time,” said Herbert. “We estimate a 60 plus year life for our marina.”
“No other dock system can handle a roof structure and related load requirements, like a concrete dock
can,” said Bellingham Marine Manager of Project Development, Steve Canaday. “Once long term
maintenance, performance, useful life, and user experience are taken into account, the Unifloat
concrete system offers the best value for an owner wanting a covered marina whether it be a coastal or
inland facility.”
One of the challenges of the Lake Sonoma site was the required anchoring system and fluctuation in
water height. “The marina needed the ability to be moved in and out with changing water levels, which

can be up to 40 feet,” said Herbert. “We needed some flexibility in the system’s main connection points.
When you move a 361-slip marina, it has to be done in sections.”
Bellingham Marine designed a fifth-wheel connection that is used where each arm connects to the main
walkway. This unique connection allows the docks to pivot slightly, which greatly reduces the loads and
stresses placed on the connection point when the docks are being moved.
Lake Sonoma Resort is located in Lake Sonoma, a reservoir, in northern California. The resort includes a
marina, campground, boat rental, general store, restaurant, and a handful of other services and
amenities. The marina was rebuilt in 2016 by Bellingham Marine with 361 slips for vessels up to 30 feet.
As the world's leading marina design-build construction company, Bellingham Marine specializes in
floating dock, floating platform and floating wave attenuation systems for marinas worldwide. The
company also produces dry storage systems for the upland storage of boats.
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